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Deninger's conjecture on L-functions of
elliptic curves at s = 3.

Alexander Goncharov

January 9, 1996

Abstract

I compute the regulator map on [(4(.X) for an arbitrary curve )( over a
number field. Using this and Beilinson 's theorem about regulators for mod
ular curves I prove a formula expressing the value of thc L-function L(E, s)
of a modular elliptic curve E over Q at s = 3 by thc double Eisenstein
Kronecker series.
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1. In this paper I compute explicitly the regulator map on /(4 (X) for an
arbitrary curve ",Y over a number field. Using this and Beilinson's theorem
about regulators for modular curves ([82]) I prove a formula expressing the
value of the L-function L(E, s) of a modular clliptic curve E over Q at
s = 3 by the double Eisenstein-Kronecker serics. lt was conjectured by C.
Deninger [D 1] .

2. Generalized Eisenstein-Kronecker series. Let E be an elliptic
curve and r := HI(E(C) ,7l). Choose a holomorphic I-form w. It defines an
embedding r y C together with an isomorphism E(C) = Cjr = f 0 IRjf.
The Poincare duality provides a nondegenerate pairing r X r --+ 7l(1). Let

(".) : E(C) x f --+ R(I)j71(l) =U(l) C C'"'
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be the corresponding pairing. If r = iZu + iZv C C with Im(u/v) > 0 then
(z,I') = exp A(r)-1 (Z,? - ZI') where A(r) = ~(uv - uv).

Let x, Y, z E E(C) and n ~ 3. The functiOll

!(n(X, Y, z) := E
1'1 +...+'Yn:;;;;O

(x, I'1)(y,,2 + ... + 'Yn-d (Z, I'n)('?n - '?n-d
1,1121,212.. ·1'i'nI 2 (1)

will be called generalized Eisenstein-Kronecker series. It is invariant under
the shift (x,Y1z) -r (x+t,y+l,z+t) and so lives actually on E(C) X E(C).

Ta formulate the results I have first to recall the definition of
4. The group B2 (F). Let F be a field and Z[F*] be the free abelian

group generated by symbols {x} where x E F*. Let R2(F) be the subgroup
of iZ[F*] generated by the elements

5

E(-l)i{r(xl"'" xi, ... ,xs)}
i:;;;;1

(2)

where Xl,"" Xs run through all 5-tuples of distinct F-points of pI. By
definition B2(F) := iZ[F*]/R2(F). Symbol {X}2 denotes the projection of
{x} to B2 (F).

One can show that the formulas 0 : {x} ..-r (1 - x) /\ Xj {1} ..-r 0
provide us with a homomorphism of groups J : 82 (F) --+ /\2 F*. (In other
words 6(R2 (F)) = 0). This is one of the most important properties of the
group B 2 (F).

4. Special values of L-functions. Let V x : Ql(E)* --+ iZ be the
valuation defined by a point x E E(Q). Denote by JE the conductor of E.
Let w E HO(E, nk/a), Denote by n = JE(R)w the real period of E.

Theorem 1.1 Let E be a modular elliptic curve over Q. Then there exist
rational functions fi, gi E Q(E)* satisJying the conditions:

1~)1 - Jd 1\ Ii /\ 9i = 0 in A3Q(Er (3)

such that
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where q is a non-zero rational number and Xi, Yi, zi are the divisors 0/ the

/unctions gi, fi, 1 -/i respectively.

It is interesting that the right-hand side of (5) depends only on the divisors
of the functions gi, /i, 1 - /i.

A similar formula expressing L(E, 2) for a modular elliptic curve over Q
by the classical Eisenstein-Kronecker series

L(E,2) = q(21T"A(r))n. L:t (Xi - y~,'Y)i'
JE i 'Y Irl

was known thanks to Bloch and Beilinson [BIl], (BI].
A formula (5) for an arbitrary elliptic curve E over Q in a slightly differ

ent form was conjectured by C.Deninger ([Dl]) , who used Massey products
in Deligne cohomology to guess a formula for L(E, 3). We do not use Massey
products in the formulation or proof of the theorem.

One can define ([G2]) for an arbitrary field F an abelian group

together with a homomorphism

I will recall the definition of Rn(F) in chapter 3 below. Roughly speaking
it is the "connected component of zero" of Kero. One can show that Rn(C)
is the subgroup of aB functional equations for the c1assical n-Iogarithm, see
[G2].

Conjecture 1.2 Let E be an elliptic curve overQ. Then there exist mtional
/unctions /i, gi E Q(E)* satis/ying the condition (n > 3)

(6)

such that

(8)

where q is a non-zero mtional number and Xi, Yi, Zi are the divisors 0/ the

functions gi, /i, 1 - Ji.
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Conje.cture 1.3 For any Ii,g; E Q(E)* satisfying the conditions 01 theorem
{l.1} (resp. conjecture {1.2}} one has (8) with q E Q.

Beilinson 's conjecture on L-functions permits to formulate a similar con
jecture for an elliptic curve over any number field F in which we have in the
right hand side a determinant whose entries are the fllnctions !<n(x, y, z).

Remark. If n > 2 then for a regular proper model E z of E over Spec(Z)
one has gr~!(2n-2 (Ez) = gr~!(2n-2 (E), so, unlike to the n = 2 case, we don 't
have to worry about thc "integrality condition" .

5. Explicit formulas for the regulators for curves. Let X be a
curve over IR and n > 1. Then the real Deligne cohomology H~(.X/IR,IR(n))

equals H 1 ( ...Y/IR, IR(n - 1)). Further, cup product with w E n1
( ...Y) provides

an isomorphism of vector spaces over IR:

So we will present elements of H~ (X/IR, IR(n)) as functionals on HO(S: 1 01 )v.

In chapter 3 we prove the following explicit formulas for the regulators

which generalize the famous symbol on !(2(.\) of Beilinson 'and Deligne
([B3], [Dei]). (For simplicity we formulate reslIlts for curves over Q).

I will use the notation

0'(/, g) := log Illd log 191- log Igld log 1I1 (9)

Theorem 1.4 Let X be a regular curve over Q. Then for each element 14 E
!(4(X) there are rational lunctions j;, 9; E Q(...Y) s(ltisfying the conditions
(3) and (4) such that lor any w E n1

( ...Y) one has

r rv(3)('i'4) 1\ W = r log 19;10'(1 - Ii, !i) 1\ W
JX(C) JX(C)

The proof of theorem (1.4) is based on thc results of [G2], [G3].

The regulator map on a certain subgroup of 1(~3) of curves over number
fields was also computed by R. de Jeu [J].

In general the Beilinson regulator is a map

rv(n + 1) : !(2n(X) ~ IIb()(/R, IR.(n + 1))

We expect the following to be true.
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Conjecture 1.5 Let.X be a nonsingular curve over Q. Then for each ele

ment ,Zn E [(Zn(X) there are rational functions fil gi E Q(.X) satisfying the
conditions (6) and (7) such that for any w E n1 (..-Y)

f rv(n + l)(,zn) /\ w = Cn+l . L flog 19i1 logn
-

Z llila(1 - Ii,li) /\ w
JX(C) i JX(C)

where Cn+l E Q. is a certain explicitly compulable constant.

Moreover, one can prove that condition (3), 01' respectively (6) if n > 3,
implies that the right-hand side of these formlIias depends only on the divi
sors of the functions fi, 9i, 1- fi . When )( is an elliptic curve this together
with Fourier transform and Beilinson's theorem ((B2]) lead to forrnulas for
L(E,n) frorn theorem 1.1 and conjectures 1.2 - 1.3.

The proof of this conjecture for [<6("-Y) will be published in [G4].
In chapter 4 we will see that conjecture (1.5) follows from the main

conjecture in [G2] which teils us that the camplexes r'(F, n) constructed
there catch all of the rational algebraic [(-thcory of an arbitmry field F.

The crucial role in the proof of these resllits is played by the classical
n-logarithms Lin(z) = Joz Lin_dt)dlogt. Thc single-valued version of the
n-logarithm is the following function ([ZI]):

Re (n: add) (~ß 1 k I I L' ()) > 2
I ( )

L.-i k og z· 'ln-k Z 1 n_
m n: even k=O

Here ßk = Bk . 2kjk! and Bk are Bernoulli numbers: 2:~o ßk xk = e2:~1'
One can show (see proposition (4.6)) that for any functions fi, gi satis

fying (7) ooe can write the regulator integrals

where bn+1 are certain explicitly computable nOJ~ zero rational canstant.
6. The structure of the paper. Let 0 be a Ioeal ring with infinite

residue field. In ehapter 2 we will canstruet hornomorphisms

(10)

where [<kl(0) are the graded quotients of thc rank filtration on Quillen 's
K-graups of the ring O. Hypothetically modulo torsion it is opposit to the
Adams filtration.
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Now let ~Y be a curve over a number field F. Then we define a complex
r(X·,3) and homomorphisms

(11)

We impose the condition that F is a number field only because of one ar
gument "ad hoc" in proof which is based on thc Borel theorem. Hopefully
after some modification the proof should work for an arbitrary field F.

In chapter 3 we will prove that the compositioll of this map with the
natural map from r()(, 3) to Deligne cohomology coincides with Beilinson 's
regulator.

In the end of chapter 3 and in chapter 4 we compute the regulator in
tegrals for curves. In particular we show that conjecture 1.5 essentially
follows from the main conjecture of [GI] on thc structure of motivic com
plexes. Then we apply these results to clliptic cu rvcs and get the generalized
Eisenstein-Kronecker series. Therefore we finish the proof of theorem 1.1 anel
deduce conjecture 1.2 from conjecture 1.5.

AcknowIedgement. This work was partially supported by the NSF
Grant DMS-9500010. The final version of this paper was completed dur
ing my stay in MPI (Bonn) whose hospitality anel support are gratefully
acknowledged.

2 Motivic complexes for a curve and algebraic
](-theory

1 The weight 3 motivic compIex . \Vc will caH by this name the complex
r(X,3) introduced in [GI-G2] for an arbitrary regular scheme X. If X =
Spec(F) where F is an arbitrary field, it looks as folIows:

(12)

Here B3 (F) := ~[F*]/R3 (F) where the subgrollp R3 (F) will be defined
below j after theorem (2.3). The group B3 (F) is placed in degree 1. The
differential has degree +1 anel is elefined as folIows:

{X}31---1 {X}2 0 Xi {X}2 0 Y 1---1 (1- x) 1\ x 1\ y

In [GI] we have constructed homomorphisms of groups
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We will recall the definition of this homomorphism below.
The goal of this chapter is to get a similar homomorphism for curves

over number fields.
2. The complex r(X; 3) far a curve J;'( over a field F. Let /( be

an arbitrary field with discrete valuation v and residue dass kv ' The group
of units U has a natural homomorphism U -----7 k: I U M iL. An element
7r E f(* is prime if ord v 7r = 1.

Let us define the residue homomorphism

(13)

There is a homomorphism On : /\n /(* -----7 /\n-1k: uniquely defined by
thc properties (Ui E U):

On(7r /\ Ul /\ ••• /\ Un-l) = Ut /\ ... A Ün-t and On(Ut /\ ... /\ Un ) = O.
It dearly does not depend on the choice of 7r. Let us defi ne a homomor

phism Sv : Z[/(*] -----7 Z[k:] as follows

sv{x} ={{X} if ;/: is.a unit }
o othcrwlsc

Then it induces a homomorphism Sv : B2 (K) -----7 B2 (k v ) (see s. 9 §1 of
[G1]). We get a homomorphism

Let us eonsider the following map 8v of eomplcxes:

B3 (/() ~ B2 (/() 0 /(*

.!- Sv 0 BI

B2 (kv )

~ A3](*

.!- 03

~ A2k*v

(14)

The maps Ov define a homomorphism of complexes, see s. 14 of §1 in
[GI].

Let Ox be the loeal ring at the point x E )( and kx the residue field.
By definition r(.tY; 3) is the total complex associated with the bicomplex

B3 (F(.tY)) ~ B2(F(X)) 0 F(X)*
.!-O

UXEX1 B2 (k x )

7

~ A3 P(X)*
.!-8

~ UxEX I A2k;



Here {) = UxEX
I

{)Xl where 8x is the residue homomorphism related to
the valuation on F(...y) eorresponding to the point Xj the very left group
plaeed in degree 1 and the differentials have degree +1.

3. The key result. The main point is to show that homomorphism
Ci,3 carries the residue map in Quillen K-theol'Y to the olle on r-complexes.

One has the exaet loealization sequenee

-7 ](n("'Y) -+ ](n(F( ...Y)) -lr TI [(n-l (kx) -7 (15)
xEX,

where "'Y1 is the set of all eodimension one points of a scheme X and 8 is
the residue homomorphism in the QuilIen ](-theory.

So keeping in mind the localization sequenee we see that in order to
construct a homomorphism of groups

the only thing we have to prove is the following

Theorem 2.1 The diagram

[(4 (F(X)) ~ 1!2r(Spec(F( ..y)); 3)Q

+8

is commtltative.

Proof. j<4(F(X')) is generated by J<4(Ox) a.nd [(3(kx) . F(X)* where .
is the product in Quillen's K-theory. So we have to show that

a) The composition

tS zero.
b) The statement 01 the theorem is true lor the subgrotlp !(3(kx ) . F( ...y) *.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to the proof of statement a). The

statement b) is proved in s. 4.7 below.
4. Proof of a): the beginning. In this section wo suppose that 0 is

a loeal ring with an infinite residue field k. Let (]oo be the free V-module
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with the basis eI, ... , e", ... and 0" be the su bmod ule with the basis eI, ... , e".
A vector v E 0" will be identified with the corresponding column of height
n. By definition a set of vectors VI, ... , V m E 0" is jointly unimodular if the
matrix (Vil •.• , um) is left invertible in Mnm(O). Any projective module over
o is free, so one can show that any jointly unimodular set of vectors can be
com pleted to a basis of 0" .

Let V be a free O-module of rank n and VI, ... , Vm E V. We will say that
the vectors Vi are in general position if any 1nin(n, m) of them are jointly
unimodular. This notion is independent of choice of a basis in V.

Let Ck(on) be the free abelian group generated by k+l-tuples ofvectors
in generic position in 0". They form a complex Ö*(O") with the differential
d given by the usual formula

m+I

d: Cm(O") -+ Gm-dO"); d: (VI""l Vm+l) r-t 2: (-l)i-l(VIl"" vi,···, vm+J) .
i=l

This complex is acyclic in degrees bigger then 0 and so is aresolution of the
trivial GLn(O)-module Z. The group GL"(O) acts on G1k(0").

Configllrations of m vectors in CF' are m-tllples of vectors considered
modulo GL(O")-equivalence.

We get a complex C.(O"). One has canonical homomorphism

Set
P2 : Z[P*] ---+ B2 (P)

8 2 (0) := P2(7Z(O*])

Then one has complexes

]13 : Z(P*] ---+ B3 (F)

B2 (O) := P3(Z(O*])

B2 (0) ---+ A20·

B3 (O) ---+ B2 (O) <9 O· ---+ A30·

which are subcomplexes of r(Spec(l\"), 2) and r'(Spec(/() 13). Let us con
struct a homomorphism of complexes

C5 ( (
3

) • C'4 ( 0 3
) • C3 (0 3

)I16 (3) 15 (3) 14 (3)

B3 (O) -B2 (O) 0 O· - A30*

9



We will use the following notation. For any n vectors VI, .,., V n in on set
ß(VI, ... , Vn ) := det( VI, .. " Vn ) where det.( VI, ."1 Vn ) is the n X n matrix formed
by the columns of coordinates of vectors Vi in the canonical basis el =
(1,0, ... ,0), .. " en = (0, ... ,0,1). Notice that vectors VI, ... , V n are in generic
position (= jointly unimodular) if and only if ß(VI 1 ... , vn ) E 0*

Let Altn f( VI, . , , , Vn ) := LUESn (-1) Iql/(V q(1), , , " /q(n)' Set

/4(3): (VI"",V4) f-fAlt 4 ß(VI,V2,V3)A ß(VI,V2,V.. ) Aß(VI,V3,V.. )

1
/5(3)(Vl'" " Vs) := 2"Alts({r(Vllv2", " vS)}2 0 ß(Vl, V2, V3)) .

Here (vllv2, , , " vs) is the configuration of four vectors in V / < VI > obtained
by the projection of vectors V2, ... , Vs, We take then the cross-ratio of the
corresponding points on the projective line. Now put

/6(3): (VI, ... ,V6) t-+ ~Alt6{ß(VI,V21V4)ß(V21V31V5)ß(V3,Vl1V6)} (16)
15 ß(VI, V2, vS).6.(V21 V3, V6)ß(V3, VI, V4)

Definition 2.2 The subgroup R 3 (F) C 7l[F*] is generated by the elements
2:7=1 (_I)i f6 (3) (VI, "., Vi, ... , V7),

Theorem 2.3 a) /4(3) and /5(3) do nol depend on the choice 01 w,
b) The homomorphisms /* (3) provide a morphism 01 complexes.

Proof. See the appendix.
5. What remains to be done..1list by the construction we have a

comrnu tative diagram where the vertical arrows are the natural inc1usions:

8
---+ o

Thus we have constructed a homomorphism

such that the composition

10
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is equal to zero.
To complete the part a) of our program we have to do the stabilisation,

i.e. for any n > 3 to extend the homomorphism (17) to a homomorphism

which fits into a commutative diagram

This will be done in the next three sections.
6. The bi-Grassmannian complex over a field ([G2J) The bicom

piex

~ ~

~ C7 (5) ~ C6 (5)
~ d' ~ d' ~ d'

(18)d C7 (4) d
C6 (4) d C5 (4)--r --r --r

~ d' ~ d' -!- d' ~ cl'

~ C7 (3) ~ C6 (3) ~ C5 (3) ~ C4 (3)

where
m

d' : (LI, .. . ,Im ) l---7 ~::::) _l)i-l (Lil l ), . .. , ti, .. ',[m)

i=l

is the weight three Grassmannian bicomplex. Denote by (BC.(3), 8) the
corresponding total camplex. We placc C4 (3) in degree 3 and 8 has degree
-1. We defi ne a map of cam plexes "p. (3) :

BC5 (3) I BC-t(3) -_. BG3 (3)

1'1/;5(3) '1/;4(3) 1'1/;3(3)

B3 (F) -B2(F) 0 P* - A3 P·

by setting it to be zero on the groups G.(k) for k > 3 and lIsing the formulas
above far the map on the subcomplex G.(3).

11
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Theorem 2.4 The map 1/J is a morphism 0/ compiexes.

Proof. See ehapter 3 in [G2].
7. Complex of affine Hags over a field ([G3], §3). A p-ftag in a

veetor space \1 is a sequenee of subspaces

o= L0 C L I C L2 C ... C LP

An affine p-flag is a p-ftag L· together with a choice of vectors Ii E Li / Li- 1

for all 1 ~ i ~ p. We will denote affine p-ftags as (/ll ... ,lp).
Several affine p-flags are in general position if all the corresponding su b

spaces Li are in generic position.
Let AP (m) be the manifold of all affi ne p-flags inan rn-d imensional vector

space ym over a field F. The group GL(Vm ) acts on it.
Let X be a G-scheme. Then thcrc is a simplicial scheme BX. where

B"-Y(k) := Gf\X"k+l. Let T?,nB.X. bc the n-trllllcatcd simplicial scheme,
where T?nB"-Y(k) = 0 for k < n and B"-Y(k) otherwise.

Let BAP(m). C BAP(m). be the simplicial scheme where BAP(m)(k)
consists of configurations of (n+ l)-tuplcs of affine p-f1ags in generic position
in ym (Le. (n + l)-tuples considered modulo the action of GL(ym)).

Further, let me recall the definition of the bi-Grassmannian G(n) ([G3]).
Let (eo, ... , ek+l) be a basis in a vector space V. Denote by C7 the open part
of the Grassmannian consisting of I-dimensional subspaces in V transversal
to the eoordinate hyperplanes. It is canonieally isomorphie to the set of all
I-planes in k + I-dimensional affine spacc Ak+l transversal to a given k + I
simplex. lndced, consider the affine hyperplane in V passing through the
ends of basis vectors eo, ... , ek+l. There is canonical isomorphism m : Cf -+
{ configurations of k + I + 1 vectors in general position in a k-dimensional
vector space }. The configuration m(~) consists of the images of ei in V/~.

12



The bi-Grassmannian G(n) is the following diagram of manifolds

Gm +2 -+ 6»+2Tl 4 Ta

-J,. ••. -J,. -J,. ••• -J,.

G(n) := G~+l
-+

G~+l
-+ 6»+14 4 Ta

~ ... ~ -J,. ... -J,. ~ ... -J,.

-+
G~

-+
61

-+
6 04- 4- 4

Here the horizontal arrows are provided by intcrsection with coordinate
hyperplanes a,nd the vertical ones by factorisation along coordinate axes.
The bi-Grassmannian G(n) is a truncated simplicial scheme: G(n)(k) :=

IIp+q=k 6~.
Remark. The bi-Grassmannian G(n) is not a bisimplicial scheme. It is

a hypersimplicial scheme. 1'0 explain what it mcans let me recall that the
hypersimplex bok,l is the convex hull of centers of k-faces of the standard
simplex ,6.k+l+1 ([GGLJ). Its boundary is a union of hypersimplices of type
bo k- 1,1 and bo k,l-l. More precisely, if A alld S are 2 disjoint finite sets, boA;s
is defined as convex hull of centers of all those k + ISI-dimensional faces of
D. AuS which contain all vertices of S. Then

fJbok,l (eo, '''1 ek+l) = ~(_l)i ßk-1,1 (co, ... , ei, ... , Ck+l; ei)+

~(_l)ibok,l-l (eo, ... , ei, ... ,ek+z)

Exercise. Define hypersimplicial sets, schemes, ... , alld check that bi
Grassmannian is a (0, n)-truncated hypersimplicial scheme.

A correspondence between simplicial schemes .X". and Y. is a simplicial
sn bscheme Z. C .X. X Y. finite over ..:Y•.

There is thc following correspondence T betwecn the truncated simplicial
schemes T:=::»BAP(m). and G(n) •. For a point

a = (vA, "'1 vr1; ... ; vl, ... , vf+1) Er:=::» J3AP+1 (n + p) (1.)

set

T() Uk-n U -I (L io ffi CD LiJ; \ io+1 i k+1)a := q=O io+ ...+ik=p-q m 0 \.1J •• , \.1J k va , .", vk

13



H (L io ffi ffi Li" I io+1 i,,+ 1). th fi t' f t . there 0 \j) ••• lJ7 I. Va , ... , VI. lS e con gura Ion 0 vec ors m e

space Vm / ffi~=o L~$ obtained by projection of the vectors v~o+1 , ... , V~k+1 and
m- I ( ... ) is the corresponding point of the appropriate Grassmannian.

Theorem 2.5 T is a correspondence between the tr-uncated simpliciaI schemes

T;:::nBAP(m). and G(n).

Proof. Follows essentially from the proof of the Key lemma in s.2.1 of [G3].
Let X be a set. Denote by Z[...Y] the free abelian group generated by the

points of X. Applying the functor ...Y ---7 Z[X(F)] to our simplicial schemes
we get simplicial free abelian groups G.(AP(1n)) anel BG.(n). After nor
malisation we get the complex G",(AP(m)) of affine flags in generic position

and the bi-Grassmannian complex BG",(n). Theorem (2.5) transforms to

Theorem 2.6 There is a homomorphism 01 complexes

One has a canonical homomorphism

(21)

So we get for any p 2: 0 canonical homomorphisms

(22)

It is sufficient for our purposes to consider homomorphism (22) for suf
ficiently big p.

Now we need to make a statement comparing homology of the complex
BC",(3) and cohomology of the complex f(F, 3). For this reason we will
introduce the cohomological version BG'" (3) of the complex BC", (3) setting
BGi (3) := BG6-i(3) and keeping the same differential, now considered as a
cohomologicalone. One can da the same trick with the complex G",(AP(m)),
getting its cohomological version C"'(AP(1n)).

Combining the map (22) with

'lj;'" : H"'(BC",(3)) ---+ H"'(r(F,3))

14



we get the desired homomorphisms

8. The affine Hag complexes over O. We will eonstruet in the
affine ftag eomplex G.AP+1 (3 + p) a natural subeomplex G.AP+1 (0,3 + p)
eorresponding to the ring 0 such that

1) One has eanonieal homomorphism

together with eommutative diagram

(23)

H.(GLm(O), 7l) ~
.J..

H.(GLm (J(),71) ~

H.(C.(AP(O, ?TL)))
.J..

H.(C.(AP(m)))

(the down arrows are provided by the natural embedding 0 Y I().
2) The restriction of the eomposition 'IjJ 0 T to the subeomplex

G.AP+I(O,3 + p) lands in r(O,3):

1/J 0 T : C.AP+1 (0,3 + p) ~ r(O, 3)

In particulary this implies that the eomposition

is zero.
We will represent a p+ I-flag in p+3-dimensional vector space by vectors

(ll' ... , Lp+l ) j the subspaces of the flag are givcn by < LI, ... , lk >. Consider
m affine flags al, ... , am' 1'0 define them (p + 1) . m vectors is needed. We
would like to define a dass of admissibLe set of vectors among them. Namely
take first kl vectors from the flag al, then first kz vectors from a2 and so
on. The set of vectors we get this way is ealled an admissible set of vectors
related to the affine flags al, ... , am .

Choose a. basis el, •.• , ep+3 in Op+3. Let 118 say that the affine flags
al, ... , am are in O-generic position if any admissible p + 3-tuplc of vectors
are in generic position. This just means that ß(VI, •.• , Up+3) E O· for ev
ery admissible p + 3-tuple cf vectors VI, ••• , Vp+3 related to the affine flags

al,"" am ·
Thc affine flags in O-generic position provide a complex G*AP+1 (O,3+p)

with the all described above properties.
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The condition 2) holds for the following rCaSOll. 1'0 com pute 1/J 0 T we
take a set of admissible vectors (VI, ... , Up , ... ), construct from them a config
uration (VI, ... , vpIVp+I, ... ) in a 3-dimensional space and then apply Olle of
homomorphisms I. (3). The homomorphisms I. (3) werc defined cxplicitely
using ollly products and ratios of determinants ~W{x, Y, z). 1'0 compute such
a determinant we need to choose a volume form w in the three dimensional
vector space, and the result (homomorphisms I. (3)) does not depend on
that choise. So for each individual conHguratioll coming as dcscribed above
from an admissible configuration of vectors (VI, ... , Vp , •••), one can choose a
specific volume form setting ~w(tJ){X,y,Z):= il(Vt, ... ,vp1x,y,z). Then for
affine flags in O-generic position all the determinants we need will be in 0·.

3 Proof of Deninger's conjecture

1. A regulator from r( ..Y,3) to IR.(3)v([G2-G3J). We have defined
complexes r(./Y,3) so far only when ./Y = S]Jec(F) 01' ./Y is a curve. In
general r(x·J 3) is the total complex associated with the bicomplex

r(F(..,y),3)~ TI r(F{x),2)[-1]~ II F(xr[-2] ~ TI Q[-3]
xEX I xEX2 XEX3

(24)
Let Si (X) be the space of smooth i-forms at the gencric point of X.

(This means that each is defined on a Zariski open domaitl of X).
For any variety ./Y over C Olle has canonical homomorphism of complexes

B3 (C(.X)) ~ B2 (C(X)) 0 C{-,Y)* ~ t\3C{-,Y) *

-!- "3(1) J. "3(2) -!- 7'3(3)

given by the following formulas (o:(/, g) was defined in (9)).

1'3(1) : {/}3 1-7 (.3(/)
1

7'3(2) : {1}2 0 9~ -(.2{f)d argg + +3 log 191· 0:{1 - I, I)

"3(3) : 11 /\ h /\ 13 HAlt G-log I!J Id argh /\ darg 13-

-~ log I/ddlog Ihidloglhl)

16



It enjoys the properties

a) dr3(3) (ft ;\ ... ;\ 13) +1r3d log 11 ;\ ... A d log 13 = 0 where 1r3 means real
part.

b) Let Y be an irreducible divisor in 4'Y and Vy be the corresponding
valuation on the field C(X"). Then r3(') carries the residuc homomorphism
ßvy to the usual residue homomorphism on thc DeRharn complex S*(X) -----+
S*-l(Y)[-l].

A similar homomorphisms exists for the complexes I'(X·,2) and r(X,l)
(see [G2-G3] or do it as an easy exercise)

This just means that these lormulas provide a homomorphism lrom the
complex r(4'Y, 3) to the weight 3 Deligne comp/ex IR(3)v on 4'Y.

2. Relation with Beilinson's regulator. Recall that we have con
structed in s.2-4 canonical homomorphisrns

and in this section

Theorem 3.1 The composition

r'V 0 Ci,3 : I(6-i(C(X))Q -----+ J1b(S'pecC(4'Y)), IR(3))

coincides with Beilinson's regulator.

To prove this theorem we will remilld an explicit construction of the

universal Chern dass cf E H~(BGL., IR(3)) given in [G3]. We will first
construct the corresponding "motivic" dass e3 E Ht(BGL., r(3)) and then
apply canonical homomorphism from r(3) to Deligne cohomology.

2. Explicit construction of the dass C3 E 1I5vt(BGL3., r(3)) .
Recall that

~ 80
0-2BG. := pt ::::=:= G - G

"1 ~

Choose an affine flag a E AP+l (n + p). Consider simplicial su bscheme
BGL(n +p). C BGL(n +p). consisting of simplices (go, ... ,9k) such that

17



(goa, ... , gka) is in generic position. So there is a morphism of simplicial
schemes

A : BG L(n +p). ---+ BAp+l (n +p).

defined by formula (go, ... , gk) ---+ (goa, ... , gkß). Further, in s.2.? we have
constructed a morphism of truncated sill1plicial schell1es

~nBAP+l(n +p). ---+ G(n).

So we get a morphism of truncated simplicial schell1es

A : T?nBGL(n +p). ---+ G(n).

Our formulas for the homomorphism of complexes (see s.2-4)

BC*(3)(F) ~ r(F,3)

(25)

give us a cocycle representing a cohomology dass in HX-t(G(n)., r(3)). So
pulling it back by (25) we get a cocycle C3 representing IftCBGL(n +
p)., r(3)). It is not a cocycle on thc whole BGL(n + p). because it has
nontrivial residues on some divisors in the complement of BGL(n + p). in
BGL(n + p) •. F'ortunately it is easy to check that all residues of the COffi

ponents of C3 in r(G i , 3) are zero for i > 3. For i = 3 there are nontrivial
residues, but the corresponding problem was already solved in s.4.2 of [G3].
(Recall that by construction components of C3 Oll Gi for i < 3 are zero. )
Namely, in s.4 of [G3] there was constructed a cocycle ~1 representing the
ehern dass in H 2n (BGL(n+ p).,K~[-n]). Here K~ is the sheaf of Mil
nor's K-groups. In our case n = 3 and the componcnt of C3 on G 3 coincides
with the one of cf. Thercfore we can sill1ply add aB components of c~ on
Gi for i < 3 anel the new cochain we gct will bc a cocycle. Moreover, the
canonical morphism

provided by the obvious morphism f(F, 3) ---+ J-qH (F)[-3] carries C3 to er
just by the construction. In particular the cohomology class of C3 is nonzero.
Now we apply the constructed map to Deligne cohomology r(X, 3) ~
IR (3)v and get a cocycle cf representing a dass in
H;(BGL(3 +p).,IR{3)). It was proved in [G3] (see s.5.7 in [G3]) that the
image of dass [c~1] in H3(BGL(3 +p)., n~l) coincides with the ehern dass

18



of universal bundle over BG•. So the comlTIutativc diagram (n~l '---+ n~3)

.j.. rv

lI~(BGL(3+ p).,Q(3)) ---+ H3 (BG'L(3 + p)., n~3)

implies

Theorem 3.2 The cohomology dass [cr] E H%(BG'L(3 + p)., 1R(3)) coin
cides with the third ehern dass 01 the universal bundle.

4. Proof of Theorem (3.1). Let me first recall the definition of
Beilinson 's regulator for affine schemes. Let ...Y bc an affine scheme over k
and BGL. be the simplicial scheme representing the dassifying space for
the group GL. Then HomSch(X, BG'L.) = BGL(...Y). is a simplicial set.
We will treat it as a O-dimensional simplicial scheme. So one

has canonical morphism of simplicial schemes:

x x BGL(...Y). ---+ BGL.

In particular we have canonical morphism

e : X(C) x BGLCY,). ---+ BGL.(C)

Ir Cn E H~n(BGL.(C),JR(n)) is the universal ehern dass in Deligne coho
mology, then

Therefore we get a homomorphism

In particular composed with the Hurevitc map !(i("'Y) ---+ lIi(G'L(X),71) it
leads to the Beilinson' regulator

Now suppose we have an i-cyde 'Y in the complcx obtained by normal
isatiOIl of the simplicial set BGL(C[X]) •. Then to compute < e·cn , [I] >E

H~n-i(...Y (C) I IR (n)} one can proceed as folIows. Let 'Y = 'L. nj (g~j) I "·1 gi
j
)).
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Each (ghj
) , ... , gV)) defines a map ,j :)( (C) ---t Gi. Let eh be thc com

ponent in IRf(Gi,IR(n)v) of the cocycle representing the ehern class in the
bicomplex IRf(BGe, IR(n)v). Then Lj ,;civ E IRr(..-y(q, IR (n)v) is a eocycle
representing the class < e*cn , [,l >.

The last problem is that the cocycle c~ is represented by currents on
BG. , so there might be a trouble with pulling it back by ,j. However on
a certain generic part of U C BGe the eocycle c~ is represented by smooth
rorms. We will show that

one ean always find such a representative 1'j JOT' the homology class class
[,j] that 1'j (..-Y (C)) C U C Gi.

Currents can always be restrictcd to an open part of a manifold thanks
to the map Cü(U) -r Cü(..-Y). So presenting ;-tj aB a eomposition X(C) e....r
U e....r Giand using pull back of currents for open embeddings we see that
I;[C~] is represented by 1';c~lu.

Now let us prove the formulated above statement. Let a E yn, G :=
GL(yn). Say that (m + l)-tuple of elements (00, ,.. ,9m+d of GLn(F) is
a-generic if the (m. + l)-tuple of vectors (goa, "., 9m+la) in \In is in generic
position, Le. any k ~ n of these vectors generate a k-dimensional subspace.

Let Cm+1(a) E Cm+1 be the subset of a-gencric (m + 1)-tuples of ele
ments. Then Z[Cm+1(a)) is a simpliciaJ abelian group anel the eorresponding
complex is a free resolution of the trivial C-module IZ. (Standard proof: if

L ni (ghi
), ... , 9~)) is a cycle, choose an g such that ga is in generie position

. h 11 (i) TI I b d f'" ( (i) (i)). '" (i) (i))Wlt a go a. 1ell t 1e oun ary 0 L ni 9,90 ,,,., [Im 1S L ni 90 1 ··'1 9m .
Thereforc H*(G, 7l.) = H*-l (Z[Ce(a)]c, 7l.), Le. all homology classes oJC cun
be represented by a-generic cycles. (In fact the above argument shows that
this statement is true for any reasonable notion of generic cycles. ) Theorem
(3.1) is proved.

Remark. Similary Olle can define aversion of continuos cohomolgy of
the Lie group Gasfollows:

where C(Gm+l(a)) is the space of continuos funetions on Cm+1(a). The

restrietion map
H;(G, IR) ---t U:_c(G, IR)

is an isomorphism. Indeed , H;(G, IR) = H;(G, C(Ce(a)). The spectral
sequence far eomputation of the last group degenerates to the complex
C(Ge(a)G because H~(C, c(cm(a)) = 0 for positive i by Shapiro lemma.
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Moreover the obvious pairing

coineides with the natural pairing H.(G,Z) X H;(G, IR) ---+ IR after identi
fi.cation of the left sides.

5. Computatians far curves aver C.

Theorem 3.3 Let X be a compact curve over C und w is a holomorphic
l-form on 4'Y. and /i, gi E C(X) are mtional Junctions. Then

Jx r3(2)(~ {fd2 0 9i) A w= C3 • [log 19i1 a (1 - fi, fi) A w (26)
1

where C3 E Q* is a constant and Xi, Yi, Zi are divisors oJ functions gi, fil 1- fi.

Proof. One has F(x)dloggAw = 0 for a function F(x) on X, and so

F(x)d argg A w = iF(x) . d log gA w (27)

Therefore

f [.2(f)darggAw =i· f [.2(f)dlogjgIAw = -i· f d[.2(J) loglglAw
JX(C) J x JX(C)

Here we can integrate by parts becallse [.2 (/) has only integrable singlliari
ties. Applying the formllia

d[.2 (f) = - log 11 - fld arg 111 + log 111d arg 11 - /1 (28)

and (27) we get the proof far n = 3.
We did not llse the cfueial canditian Li(1- !i)AfiAg;, = 0 in A3Q(Et

in this computation.
6. The ease of elliptie curves over C.

Theorem 3.4 Let E be an elliptic curve over C and w E ~tl (E) is normal

ized by fE(C) w A w= 1. Suppose /i, gi E C(Et satisJy the condition

(29)

(30)
where Xi, Yi, Zi are divisors 0f functions gi, fi, 1 - /i.
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(31)

Proof. For a rational function J(z) E C(E)* with divj(z) = L 0iXi one
has the Fourier expansion

log IJ(z)1 = L L O'i(Xi; ,) + CI,
i "tEl 1,1

in thesenceofdistributions. Indeed, Bälogl!(z)1 = LOiOxj = L"ErOi(Xil')'

so B8CI =0, and hence CI is a constant.
The Fourier transform carries product to the cOllvolution and fE(C) to

the functional "value at zero". So if wo su ppose all the constants CI are
zero, then we immediately get formula (30) from these properties of the
Fourier transform. In general CI -# O. However it turns out condition (29),
guarantee that (30) is independent of C/i' C Yi allel Cl-li' More precisely,
! f-t CI is a homomorphism C(...Y)'" ~ IR,. We will show that (30) will not
change if we replace this homomorphism by a different one. Let HS prove
this statement. In fact we will prove that (30) written for any complex curve
)( depends only on divisors of f;" 9i, 1 - fi.

It was shown above that

-i L f .c2(f)d log 1911\ w
i JE(C)

SO the left hand siele of (30) does not depend on Cyi '

Choose a basis in VE := C(E)'" 0 Q. Decompose Li(l - !i) 1\ f;, 09i in
this basis and collect all the terms where a given basis element h appears.
We get ~i(ail\h)0bi+Lj(cjl\dj)0h. Let HS show that (30) is independent
of constant Ch.

Indeed , ~j Cj /\ dj = Lk(l - Sk) /\ Sk where Lk{Sk}2 is a factor with
which h appears in Ldf;,}2 0 9i. Therefore

Further, thanks to condition (41) one has O:i ai /\ bi + Lj Cj /\ dj) /\ h = 0
in A3 VE, so Li ai /\ bi = - Lj Cj 1\ dj anel hence
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On the other hand

So

Therefore the contribution of Ch is Ch . JE(C) log lbildlog lail/\ wand so is
zero. Theorem (3.4) is proved.

7. Proof of statement b) from s. 2.3. Let F be a number field.
One has the following commutative diagram

J<4(F(X)) ~ H 2r(Spec(F(X)); 3)Q ~ IJ~ (Spec( F()() ® IR); 3)

~ 7'es

C12 1 r2(') 1
-4 H r(Spec(kx ); 2)Q ~ Ilv r(Spec(kx ® lR); 2)

~ 1'es

where kx is also a number field (a finite extension of F). Here 7'3(') and r2(')
are the regulator constructed explicitely by means of the polylogarithms
We proved that r3(') 0 C2,3 = rv where 7'V is the Bcilinson regulator to the
Deligne cohomology. Further, it is knowll that 7'2(') 0 CI,3 coincides with the
Borel regulator 7'Bo ([G2]). So we come to the commutative e1iagram

J<4(F(.X)) ~ H1(Spec(F(..-Y) ® IR); 3)

~8

The map 1'2 ( ,) is injectiv. T his follows from t he injectivi ty of t he Borel
regulator anel the fact that CI,3 is an isomorphism. So the statement b) and
hence the theorem (2.1) is proved.

It follows from Beilinson's theorem on regulators of modular curves that
for a modular elliptic curve E over there exists an element r4 E !(4(E)
whose regulator (up to standard factors) is L(E, 3). More precisely, there
exists a covering ..-Y ----+ E of E by a cetain modular curve..-Y and an element
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1~ E !(4("'Y) such that acting on 'Y~ by the tra.nsfer map J{4(X) ---t !(4(E)
we get an element 14 with the desired property.

The definition of the element 'Y~ and moreover the transfer map are very
implicit. So we do not get any particular information about the element 1'4'
However, applying our rcsults stated in theorems (3.4), (3.3), (3.1) to this
element we get theorem (1.1).

4 Generalizations

1. The groups Rn(F) (see 8.1.4 in [G2]). Let us define by induction
subgroups Rn(F) C Z[Pp], n 2: 1. Set

ßn(F) := Z[P}]/Rn(F)

Put RdF) := ({x} + {y} - {xy}, (x,y E F*). Then ß 1(F) = F*. Consider
homomorphisms

Z[F*] On { ßn - 1(F) 0 p*
--:..:..r /\2 F*

s: .{} {{X}n-10 X

Un' X H (1 )- X /\ X

On : {I} 1-4 0

: n 2: 3
: n = 2

n2:3
n=2

(32)

Here {X}n is the projection of {x} in ßn(F). Set An(F) := Ker 6n .
Any element a(t) = ~ndJi (t)} E Z(P}(t)] has a specialization a(to) :=

~ndfi(to)} E Z[F*], to E F*. If to is a zero or pole of Ji(t), then we put
{fi(tO)} := O.

Definition 4.1 Rn(F) is genemted by elements 0(0) -0'(1) where a(t) runs
th rough all elements 0f An (F(t) ).

Lemma 4.2 on(Rn(F)) = O.

See proof of lemma 1.16 in [G2].
Therefore we get the homomorphisms

O' ß (F) {ßn-l(F) 0 F'*
. n --+ /\2F*
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and finally the following complex r(F, n):

ß 5 ß tO... p* 5 ß 2 F* 5 ß n-2 p* 5 n p*o --+ 0-1 \lj --+ 0-20/\ • ", --+ 20/\ --+ /\

where ß o == 8 0 (F) placed in degree 1 and 8 : {x}p 01\7;[Yi~ 8({x}p) 1\
1\7;[Yi has degree +l.

2. The regulator to Deligne cohomology, Let Jo( be a field with a
discretc valuatioll v and thc residue dass kv • RccaJl that tilere is thc rcsidue
homomorphism (see ", or )

(33)

add..- {Lo(Z) n :
.co(z) = ,; Po(z)

~J..; n: even

Recall that Si(..-y) be the space of smaath i-forms at thc generic point of
)(. Set

One can show that for n 2:: 3

dt:(z) = C(z)d(i argz) (34)

0-2

- L: ßk logk-l Izl' G(z) . d log Izl +ßn-l logO-2Izla(1 - z, z) .
k;:;:::;2

In this formula the same coefficients appear as in the definition of the func
tion L o ,

Theorem 4.3 There exist canonical homomorphism oJ complexes

ßo(C(..y)) 5 8 0 - 1 (C(X)) ® C(..yt 8 8 I\°C(..yt--+ --+ ... --+

! 1'0(1) ! 1'0(2) ! 7'o(n)

SO(X) d SI(X) d d 5 0
-

1 (X)--+ --+ --+

with the Jollowing properties:
a) drn(n)(ft 1\ ... /\ 10) + 1rnd log JI /\ ... /\ rllogfn = 0 where 1rn means

real part Jor n orId and imaginary for n cven.

b) rn(1){f(x)}n = .cn(f(x)) and

1'n+dn)({f}n-1 0 g) := C(f)rli argg- (35)
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n-2

- L: ßk logk-2 1!llog Igl'[,n-k(!)d log 1!I+ßn-l log Igl·logn- 3 Ifl·a(1- f, f)
k=2

d) Let Y be an irreducible divisor in LY anr! Uy be the corresponding val
tiation on the field C(LY)' Then rn(.) carnes the residue homomorphism 8vy

(see (33)) to the residue homomorphism on the DeRh(lm cmnplex S*(X-) ~
S*-l(Y)[-l).

An explicit construction of this homomorphism will be given elsewhere.
Remark. lt was conjectured in [G2) that the complcx B*(C(X)) COffi

putes the weight n pieces of the ](-theory of the field C(LY)' The homomor
phism rn (-) should provide the regulator map to Deligne cohomology.

3. Computations for curves over C.

Theorem 4.4 Let X be a compact curve over C and w is a holomorphic
l~fonn on LY. Suppose that n > 3 and Ii, gi E C(LY) are mtional functions
satisfying the /ollowing condition:

Then

Jx rn (2) (~{!i}n-10gi) I\w = Cn 'Llog Igillog l!il n- 3a(1- !i, fi) I\w (37)
t

where Cn E Q* is a constant and Xi, Yi, zi are divisors 0/ functions 9i, Ii, 1- j;.

Proof. Let us first give detailed proof in the cases n = 4 emphasizing
certain differences between this case and n = 3 case considered in theorem
(3.3).

i) n = 4.

r L3 (f)d arggl\w = i· r L3 (/)d log Igll\w = -i· r dL3 (!) log 1911\w
JX(C) JX(C) JX(C)

Applying the formula for dL3 (/) we get

-i· r (-L 2 (f)d argf + ~ log 111· a{L - f, f)) . log Igl 1\ w
JX(C) 3
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It seems that in general it is impossible to rewritc thc individual integral

JX(C) L2 (f)loglgldlogIJI/\ w as

c· E ( log Itillog ISilo:(l - Si, Si) /\ w
i JX(C)

for some rational functions Si and ti. However assuming condition (36) one
can do this for

L r [,2 (!i) log I!/i Id log IJi 1/\ W
i JX(C)

Indeed, (36) just means that one has

L:{Jd2 0 fi 09i E B2(C(X)) 0 S2C(X")*
I

(38)

The 2 homomorphisms from B2 (C( ...Y)) oC(..,y) * 0C(.:'()* to real Coo I-forms
on open part of X given by the formulas

and

{f}2 0 f (9 9 f-----t ~.c2 (f) (log Ifld log 191 + log 19ld 1091fl)

coincide on the subgroup B2 (CP<)) 0 8 2C(...y)*. Therefore (38) is equal to

It remaines to use thc formula (28) togcthcl' with (27). The theorem for
n = 4 is proved.

ii) The proof of the general statement is based on the following

Lemma 4.5 Let us stippose (36). Then

E {fdn-k 0 fi 0 ... ®!i 09; = 0 E Bn-k(C(",Y)) ® Sk+l C(...Y)* (39)
. '-.".-'
I k times

Proof. Indeed, according to (36)

2:{fdn-2 0 fi 09i E Bn- 20 S2C(...y)*
;
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and from the other hand

L {Idn-k 0 !i 0 .n 0 Ii" 09i E ßn-k-l 0 SkC(..-'() * 0 C(..-Y) *
i ...

k times

It remains to use the fact that for a vector space V

For elements fi, gi satisfying (36) one has

'E ( L:n-k (fi) logk-l I/i I log Ig;ld log Ifi1t\ w = (40)
i )X(C)

1 ;, k-l-k- Ln-k (li)d(log IJiliog 19i1) /\ w
+ 1 X(C)

Integrating by parts and using the form lila for dLn-k (I) and (27) we get
the theorem by induction.

Similar arguments prove the following

Proposition 4.6 If fi, gi satisfy (36) then lor any n - 2 ~ k ~ 1 one has

(qk E C-

'E [ 0:(1 - li, fi) logn-3 Ifil log 19i1/\ w =
i ) X(C)

qk . 'E ( dL:n-k(fi) logk-l llillog [9il/\ w
i )X(C)

4. The ease of elliptie curves over C.

Theorem 4.7 Let E be an elliptic curvc over C and w E n1(E) is normal
ized by JE(C)W t\ w= 1. Suppose Ii,g; E C(E)* satisfies the condition

Then

,
'E

"11 +...+"In=O

(Xi! TI) (Yi, T2 + ... + Tn-d (2i' 1'n)(1'n - 1'n-d
11'11211'212·.. I1'nI2

(42)

where Xi, Yi, Zi arc divisors 0 f functions f}i, fi, 1 - li·
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Proof. It is similar to the case n = 3 considered in theorem (3.4). Recall
the Fourier expansion

(43)

As before, assuming all the constants Cf are zero we immediately get
formula (42) from the properties ofthe Fourier transform. In general Cf f:. O.
However the condition (41) guarantee that (42) is independent of Cf i' Cgi
and C1- f i' Let us prove this statement.

We will consider separately cases n = 4 alld n > 4 to emphasize the
main points of the calculation. In fact we will prove that (42) written for
any complex curve )( depends only on divisors of Ji, gi, 1 - !i-

i) n = 4. Consider the expression

(44)

Recall that we suppose

Let s = TIi h~~,hi> be a notation for decomposition of a function s in chosen

basis hi. Then the component of (44) in ®3VE 0 h is

L < gi, h > ·(1 - !i) /\ li 0/i 0 h
i

So the contribution of Ch is

Ch . L < gi, h > . r 0'(1 - fil !i) log Ilii/\ w
i JE(C)

This is zero because using proposition(4.6) and Stokes formula

r a(1-Ii,fi)10glfil/\w=3j2. f dL3(Ji)/\W=O
JE(C) JE(C)

Now consider the component of (tI4) in /\2VE 0 h 0 VI!;. Let us write it
aB Li ai /\ bi 0 h /\ Ci. Then condition (45) implies that

Lai /\ bi 0 Ci = L < 9i, h > -(I - /i) /\!i 0!i
i i
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Thereforc

r a(ail bi ) log ICil /\ w = L < 9i, h > . r 0'(1 - li,li) log llil /\ w = 0JE(C) i JE(C)

Finally, look at the component of (44) in h 1\ VE (9 ®2Ve. It actually
belongs to h 0 VE C5l S2VE because of thc condition (45). Let lIS decompose

it on 2 components: the first in h ® S3VE and thc second in h 0 (/\2VE 0

VE n VE (9 S2VE).
If we write the first component as Li h<9 Xi . Yi . Zi, the corresponding

contribution of Ch will be

Ch1/3 L r d(log lXii log IYillog IZil) = 0
i JE(C)

It remains the second component.The rcason the contribution of Ch to be
zero in this case is the most funny. Namcly, this component can be written
as Li h /\ (1 - sd (9 Si <99i. So the corresponding integral is

-Ch' r d log lI-Si Ilog ISi lIog 19i]l\w = -1/2Ch f G'(I-Si 1 Si) log ISi I/\w
JE(C) JE(C)

(We used the fact that fE(C) d log lail10g Ibd log Icd/\w = 1/2 fE(C) a(ail b;) log ICil/\

w if Li ai <9 bi 0 ciA2VE (9 VE)' But this integral coincides with the one for
Li(1 - Si) 1\ si 0 h 0 Si which already was proved to be zero!

ii) n > 4. The rcasons are similar to those of thc case n =4. Proposition
(4.6) for k = 2 implies the statement aboHt Cg ;. Consider element

E(1- !i) /\ li 0fi 0 ... 0 fi 09i E A2VE (9 sn-3 VE (9 VE (46)
. '--...,..-'

1 n-3 times

The condition that its projection to A2VE (9 (9n-4 VE (9 A2VE is zero implies
that the contribution of Ch related to thc term

E(1-li) /\ fi ?Jfi (9 (9 fi,,<9 h (99i
i ...

n-4 times

is zero (the arguments are in completc allalogy with the n = 4 case).
Finally, the component of (46) in h /\ VE (9 (9n-2 VEbelongs to h (9 VE (9

sn-2VE thanks to condition (45). Decomposing it on 2 components: in

h (9 sn-l VE and the in h (9 (/\2VE 0 n- 3 VE n VB (9 sn-2Vs). we get the

statement similarly to the case n = 4. Theorem is proved.
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5 Appendix

1. Proof of theorem 2.3b). Let mc remind the formulation of this
theorem

Theorem 2.3 a) /4(3) and /5(3) do not depend on the choice 01 w.
b) The homomorphisms 1. (3) provide a morphisrn 0/ complexes.
Proof. a) See the proof of similar results in chapter 3 of [G2].
b) We have to prove that /4(3) 0 d = 80/5(3) and /5(3) 0 d = 00/6(3).

For the first result see chapter 3 in [G2].
The second one is much more subtlc. As pointed out lI.Gangl, the

geometrie proof given in [G2] (see theorem 3.10 there) has some errors.
Namely, in lemma 3.8 r = -r3 but not l' = r3 as clamed, and as a result the
proof of theorem 3.10 become more involvedj further, the correct statement
in theorem 3.10 is /5(3) 0 d = 00 1/15 . 16(3) (the coefficicnt 1/15 in the
definition of 16 (3) was missed).

Another proof was given in [GI]. lt was actually the first proof of the
statement b). However in this proof we used a different definition for ho
momorphism /6(3) (the map M 3 in [GI)). Ivloreover the proof was rather
complicated alld the relation between thc homomorphisms 16(3) and M3 not
easy to see. Therefore I will prescnt in detail a completely different proof
togerther with some corrections to chapter 3 in [G2].

Let us suppose that in a three dimensional vcctor spacc V3 we choose
a volume form w. Thcn for any two vectors (l" b one can define the cross
product a X uE \73* as folIows: < a X u, c >:= 6(a, b, c). Thc volume form
w defines the dual volurne form in V3*, so we can define ~(x, y, z) for any
thrce vectors in \73*,

Proof. The left hand side is zero if the vectors al, a2, (l3 are linearly
dependent. So ~(al' a2, a3) divides it. Similarly the left hand side is zero
if ai is collinear to bi or 0'1 al +ßl b1 = 0'2 a2 + ß2U2 = 0'3fl3 + ß3b3 for some
numbers O'k, ßk. This implies that 6(al X b1 , (l,2 X U2, a3 X &3) also divides
the left hand side. It is easy to deduce thc formlIla from this.
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Howcver it pcrhaps easier to check the form ula directly. Consider the
following special configuration of vectors:

al a2 a3 bl b2 b3

1 0 0 Xl Yl ZI

0 1 0 X2 Y2 Z2

0 0 1 X3 Y3 Z3

Then the left hand side is equal to X3YtZ2 - Y3ZlX2, and the computation of
the right hand side gives the same result. The lemma is proved.

Remark. Let at, ... , an, b}, ... , bn bc a configu ration of 2n vectors in an
n-dimensional vector space Vn . Set 6(iln , bI) := 6(al, .", an-I, bI) and so
on. Then

6(aI, ... ,an )· 6(al X ..• X an -2 X bn, ... ,an X ••. X an -3 X bn - l )

Notice that /5 (3) 0d - 80/6 (3) E B2 (F) ® F*. There is a homomorphism

The crucial step of the proof is the following

Proposition 5.2

Proof. We will use notation .6(i, j, k) for 6(Vi, Vj, Vk). According to
lemma (5.1)

1 _ 6(1,2,4)6(2,3,5)6(3, 1,6) = 6(1,2, 3)6(vt x V4, V2 X VS, V3 X V6)

6(1,2,5)6(2,3,6)6(3,1,4) 6(1,2,5)6(2,3,6)6(3,1,4)

Using thc cyclic permutation 1- > 2- > 3- > 1,4- > 5- > 6- > 4 we
see that one has to calculate the element

AI {
6(1, 2,4)6(2,3,5)6(3,1,6) 6(1,2,3) 6(VI X V.I, V2 X vs, V3 X V6) 6(1,2,4)}

3· t6 A 0 ----=------:;.
6(1,2,5)6(2,3, 6).6.(3,1,4) .6(1,2,5)6(2,3, 6)6(3,1,4) 60(1,2,5)
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Let us do this. We will compute first the contributioll of the factor
0ß(1, 2,4). What we need to find is

I {ß(l, 2,4)ß(2, 3,S)ß(3, 1,6) ß(l, 2, 3)ß(VI X V4, V2 X V5, V3 X V6) }

A t(1,2,4);(3,5,6) ß(l, 2, S)ß(2, 3, 6)ß (3,1,4) 1\ ß(l, 2, S)ß(2, 3, 6)ß(3, 1,4)

in 1\2 p •. Here Alt(1,2,4);(3,5,6) is the skewsymmctrization with respect to the
group 53 X 53 which permutes the indices (1,2,4) alld (3,S, 6).

i) COllsider

{
ß(1, 2,4)ß(2, 3, S)ß(3, 1,6) ( )}

Alt(1,2,4);(3,5,6) ß(l, 2,5)ß(2, 3, 6)ß(3, 1,4) 1\ ß VI X V4, V2 X VS, V3 X V6

Using the skewsymmetry with respect Lo the permutation exchanging 1 with
3 (notation: 1 < - > 3) and 4 < - > 6 we see that this expression is zero.

ii)Look at

{
ß(1,2,4)ß(2,3,5)ß(3,l,6) ß( ) ß( )}

-Alt(1,2,4);(3,5,6) ß(l, 2,5)ß(2, 3, 6)ß(3, 1,4) 1\ 2,3,6 0 1,2,4

The skewsymmctry with respect to 1 < - > 4 or with respect to 3 < - > 6
imply that it is also zero.

iii) Consider

{
ß(l,2,4)ß(2,3,5)ß(3,l,6) ( ) ( )}

-Alt(1,2,4);(3,5,G) ß(1, 2, 5)ß(2, 3, 6)ß(3, 1,4) /\ ß 1,2, S 0 ß 1,2,4

The skewsymmctry with respect to the permutations 1 < - > 2 as weH as
3 < - > 6 leads to

{
ß(2,3,S) ( ) A( )}

-Alt(1,2,4);(3,5,6) ß(1, 3,4) /\ ß 1,2, S 0 u 1,2,4

iv) Look at thc term with ß(3, 1,4):

{
ß(1,2,4)ß(2,3,S)ß(3,l,6) ( ) ( )}

-Alt(1,2,4);(3,5,6) ß(l, 2,5)ß(2, 3, 6)il(3, 1,4) 1\ ß 3,1,4 0 ß 1,2,4

Using the permutation 1 < - > 4 wc get

-Alt(1,2,4);(3,5,5) {~~~:~::~ !I L'l(l, 3,4) <81 L'l(l, 2, 4) }
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v) Finally, using 1 < - > 2 and 5 < - > 6 we see that

{
~(1, 2, 4)~(2, 3, 5)~(3, 1, 6) ) }

Alt(1,2,4);(3,5,6) ~(1, 2, 5)~(2, 3,6)~(3,1,4) 1\ ~(1, 2, 3 ® ~(1, 2,4) =

-3 . Alt(1,2,4);(3,5,6) {~(l, 3, 5) A~(l, 2, 3) 0 ~(l, 2, 4)}

Therefore we get

( ( )
~(2, 3,5) «) ~(l, 3, 6)

Alt(1,2"I);(3,5,6) ~ 1,2,5 1\ ~(l,3,4) +~ 1,3,4 1\ ~(1,2,5)+

3 . ~(l, 2,3) 1\ ~(l, 3, 5)) 0 ~(l, 2,4) =

Alt(l ,Z,4);(3,5,6)(ß(l,2, 5) 1\ ß(2, 3, 5) + ß(l , 3, 4) 1\ ß(I, 3, 6)+

3 . ß(l, 2, 3) 1\ ß(l, 3, 5)) 0 ~(l, 2,4) =

5 . Alt(1,z,4)i(3,5,6) {~(l, 2, 3) 1\ ~(1, 3, 5) 0 ~(1, 2, 4)}

The computation of the contribution of ~(l, 2, 5) goes similarly and gives
the same answer . So the total result 0/ our computation is

- 30 . Alt6 {ß(l, 2,4) 1\ ß(1,4, 5) &/ ß(l, 2,3)} (47)

Here we get the coefficient -30 taking into accoullt the action of the cyclic
group of order 3 generated by 1- > 2- > 3- > 1,4- > 5- > 6- > 3.

Now let us compute 15(3) 0 d(Vl' ... , vG)' We will Ilse the formula

Neglecting for a moment the constant c, d we get

(80 id) (ls(3) 0 d(V1 1 ... , V6)) = c· Alt6{1'(Vllvz, V3, V4, vs}z ® ~(1,2,3) =

c' . Alt6ß(l, 2,4) 1\ ~(1, 4,5) 0 ß(l , 2, 3)

Ta justify this we used here formula (48) and the symmetry considerations
for transpositions i < - > j where 1 ::; i < j ::; 3. More careful consider
ation shows Cf = -2. It remains to compare it with (47). That 's why we
need in the definition of 16(3) the coefficient 1/15.

We have proved that

(/5(3) 0 d - 80 16(3)) (V1 1 ... , V6) = L li,j,k ® 6.(i , j, k)
1~i<j<k~6
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where ,i,j,k E B2 (F) and moreover 8(ii,j,k) = 0 in 1\2F*. According to [S2]

(49)

One knows that I(~nd(F(t)) 0 Q = I(~nd(F) 0 Q. Therefore the left hand
side of (49) is rationaly invariant. On the othcr hand one can connect by
a rational cu rve the configu rations (VI, V2, ... , V6) and (V21 VI, "'1 V6) (inter
changing VI with V2) in the space of alt generic configurations. This implies
that ')'(1 , 2,3) = ,(2,1,3) modulo torsion. But ,(1,2, 3) = -,(2,1 , 3) mod
ulo torsion by the skewsymmetry. So ,(1,2,3) = 0 1l10dulo torsion , and the
same conc1usion is valid for ,(i,j, k). \Vith more work one can show that
15 (3) 0 d - 60 16(3) = 0 at least modulo 6-torsion, but we do not need this.
Theorem is proved.

2. The geometrical definition of the homomorphism 16(3) Let
(al, a2, a3, bl1 b21 b3 ) be a configuration of 6 distinct points in p2 as on fig.
1. Let p 2 = P(V3 ). Choose vectors in \13 such that they are projected to
points ai, bio We denote them by the same letters. Choose!i E V3'" such that

!i(ai) = !i(ai+d = O. Put

I ldb2) . f2(b3 ) . 13(bt )
r3(al 1a2, a3, bl , b2 , b3 ) = 11 (b

3
) • f2(bd ./3(b

2
) • (50)

The right-hand side of (3.10) does not depend on thc choice of vectors li, bj .

a2

(fig. 1)

Lemma 3.8 -r(bl la21 a3, b21 b3) = r~( (LI, (1,2, a3, bl1 b21 b3).

Proof. The same as thc one of lemma 3.8 in [(;2]
Now let b3 be the of the line bl b2 with the line al a3. Further 1 let x be

the intersection point of the lines al b2 and U3b1' Let us denote by C3 the
intersection point of the lioe a2x with the Hne al a3. Then

(51)
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Indeed, by thc weIl known theorem ,'(al, a3, b3, V3) = -1.
Now returning to a configuration (VI, ... , VB) (sec fig 2)

(lz

(fig. 2)

we see that olle has proceed as folIows: Put VI := VI, bz := vz, b3 := V3 and
apply the given above definition to the configuration (all az, (1,3, bI, bz,b3 ) and
then alternate. Notice that the configuration (al, (lz, a3, bl , vz, b3) is defined
by three ftags (VI, VI V4), (V21 V2 V5), (V3, V3Va).
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